
Planetary Defense Exercise
• Second international PD exercise 

involving a real asteroid
• KW4 campaign built on lessons learned 

from the TC4 campaign in 2017, but 
focusing on just physical 
characterization and risk assessment

• IAWN-led exercise with contributions 
from outside the official signatories list

– IAWN Lead: Rob Landis (NASA-JSC)
– NASA HQ Lead: Mike Kelley
– Science Lead: Vishnu Reddy

• More than 50 participants from >12 
observatories and >9 countries

• Photometry, Polarimetry, Spectroscopy, 
Radar, Direct Imaging and Impact risk 
assessment modeling

1999 KW4 through 
Canada’s NEOSSat
telescope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I tweaked the text we had on this slide to be easier to speak right off the slide.   The orbit plot is an animation.You should emphasize that these are preliminary results – some participants are still reducing and contributing data, publications are expected to follow later this summer and fallWhile the 2012 TC4 exercise was an end-to-end test beginning with reacquisition and astrometry and going through characterization and impact risk assessment modeling and tests of communication networks, the 1999 KW4 exercise focused just on characterization and impact modeling.While the IAWN signatories were invited to join the TC4 campaign, the KW4 exercise was actually led by and coordinated through IAWN. (You can check with Lindley to see if he wants to chime in about the motivation for doing it that way for KW4 – it was his decision.)We’re still working on the participant stats, but the numbers above should be safe.






Data Exchange and Coordination – SBN, UMD

• Website provided observing 
information and campaign 
observation planning.
– Included status updates, 

shape model animations
– Gallary of observing results

• UMD managed data 
repository 
– Allowed for immediate 

sharing of data and analysis 
results amongst science 
groups.

– Notification of which material 
was for immediate posting.

Courtesy M. Brozovic, JPL
Recovery 2019 May 09.07 UT
Observatoire des Makes, on 
Réunion, FR (MPC code 181).






Initial Results
IRTF Spectroscopy
Asteroid Taxonomy: Q-type

Meteorite Analog: Ordinary Chondrite

Arecibo Radar
Primary & secondary components 
detected in echo power spectrum

Photometry

Mutual events from 
the primary and 
secondary detected

Impact Modeling EXERCISE
Risk Summary

• Affected pop.: mean 
305M, range 650k–
1.24B

• Global effects is 
primary hazard, 
along with large-
scale unsurvivable 
local blast/thermal 
damage and 
substantial tsunami 
inundation.

• Given narrower 
property 
distributions, every 
scenario results in a 
large number of 
casualties.

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, these are preliminary results.There are more spectral, photometric and polarimetric data expected to be added.There are more radar data to be examined thoroughly to see if they can improve results.And there will be at least one more iteration of the impact modeling.And like I said, you should shamelessly include another slide or two promoting your team’s contributions and the websites of the PD exercises.
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